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COMMENTS ON PROJECT SUBMITTED TO GLOBAL CARBON COUNCIL  

 

Name of Stakeholder Naveen Dhingra 

Organization Not Applicable, I am an individual 

Address, Telephone, Email of Stakeholder 

__________________________________________ 

naveenenvironment12@gmail.com  
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Project Submission Form, 

Emission Reduction 
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applicable) 
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(including background and rationale for the comment) 

 PSF A.1 Dear Serum group, is it not publicly available that the group company has commissioned 8 WTG turbines of 2.1 MW 

capacity together from this project company (investment group) and 8 from other company I suppose it is Serum  so total 

16?  

Why is only 7 being shown here?  

 

I assume to keep it as a small scale project, what do you gain by this? But again the decision making for all these 8 were 

together are we allowed to leave out 1 WTG. I am not sure if this works, I still don’t get the logic of why keep only 7 and leave 

1 WTG.  

Is there something wrong with that location 1 WTG which has been left, any stakeholder or ROW issues?  

 

I am not sure if the DOE would check this. GCC I would request you to ensure that the DOE check with the Management 

about the decision and with O&M supplier. It is a know fact in the wind O&M sector as how many WTGs are there in the same 

region by Serum group.  

 

It is not expected from Serum group to leave out such details, in case of stakeholder issues why not resolve it, you are such a 

big company.   

 

https://kredl.karnataka.gov.in/storage/pdf-files/wind/comwind.pdf  

 

Pls. check Serum and Seram… it shows 8 projects. Also  

HTC 053 is under litigation by Serum how can they hide it.  

 

Serum: 931 has written Seram but it is editorial mistake as evident from other details also 968, 969 and 970 so again total 8 

WTGs. Also Serum group is going for a litigation of the WTG that was hidden HTC 053, DOE pls. check is there any other 

information that is hidden?  

Poonawala investements: 928, 929 and 930 total 8 WTGs 

 PSF B.5 The PLF of only 25% that in such high wind zone area?  PLF is much higher in the wind zone, also you should also have the 

current historic data, the PDD could have given a reference here. As far as I know PLF is supposed to be checked by Third 

party report and not some state tariff order. I hope the DOE will look into this.  

Further for S97 model WTG, Suzlon has publicly stated that the PLF comes to about 35% which leads to higher return for the 

investors.  

The sensitivity analysis conveniently leaves out the discussion about change in PLF. How smart.  

 PSF B.5 Question w.r.t to PPA, do they supply to the state or they use the power for their plants (captive) or third party sale?  

DOE can you pls. check and ensure the same.  

https://kredl.karnataka.gov.in/storage/pdf-files/wind/comwind.pdf
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   What about REC benefits, I have seen serum group projects there on the REC platform, the PDD does not discuss about the 

same. Are you claiming REC benefits. Are you also under RPO obligation?  

Also I was going through their website, they say 85 % of the energy they meet by Renewable sources. And for self 

consumption you get REC benefits. Nothing of this is mentioned in the PDD.  

https://www.seruminstitute.com/about_csr.php  
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